Aim: Intervertebral spacers for anterior spine fusion are made of different materials, which can affect the post-fusion MRI scans. Susceptibility artifacts specially for implants made of titanium alloys can decrease the image quality. This study focused on the influence of determined implant parameters like shape and implant volume in MRI artifacting independent from selected MRI-sequences. Methods: In this study the post-implantation MRI scans of determined cuboids and cylinders were evaluated. All interbody test implants were made of titanium alloys. MRI scans were carried out by using T1 TSE sequences. The total artifact volume (TAV) of all examined implants were calculated for statistical t-test correlation and implant volume (IV)/TAV-relation. Results: Considering all examined test implants with an increasing implant size the TAV became significant larger (p<0,001) with simultaneous reduction of the respective IV/TAV-relation. According to an intergroup TAVcorrelation for cylinders and cuboids with an equivalent implant volume the cylindric test implants demonstrated a significant smaller artifact range (p<0,05). Conclusions: Based on these results the MRI artifacts of larger test implants were more limited to the to the implant's direct surroundings. In this connection for implants with identical material volumes a cylindric shape demonstrated more advantages considering MRI artifacting than cubic forms.
INTRODUCTION
In the preoperative diagnostics of spinal diseases, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used as a standard procedure that can visualize disc pathologies and neurological changes of the spinal canal with high precision. When anterior spine fusion proves indicated, implantation of interbody spacers often represents the treatment of choice. Interbody spacers made of various materials can be used as stand-alone cages for exclusively anterior fusion or in combination with dorsal instrumentation for dorsoventral fusion.
When postoperative complications arise secondary to vertebra fusion, MRI scans are frequently necessary to evaluate implant position and demonstrate any clinically relevant abnormalities and to direct further surgical decision-making [1] . However, implant-related susceptibility artifacts can negatively impact the complex post-fusion evaluation of MRI scans. Depending on the spacer material, a local magnetic field gradient of varying susceptibility results in the area between structures. In these border areas, the respective spins gyrate with different frequencies and cause image distortions and susceptibility artifacts [2] [3] [4] .
The MRI imaging behavior of metallic spinal implants is well documented in the literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, the aims of the published studies differed in that most focused on determining sequence-related artifact size.
Studies on metallic artifacts in MRI of the anterior thoracic and lumbar spine have been conducted by Vaccaro et al. [11] and Wang et al. [12] . In one cadaveric study, Vaccaro et al. [11] examined the MRI artifact rates of different metal particles introduced in predefined intervertebral drill holes and subsequently embedded in paraffin. Vaccarro could not demonstrate any significant artifacts in T1-or T2 SE sequences, probably due to the fact that the particle density was lower than that produced by metal implants commonly used in clinical practice.
In another cadaveric artifact study, Wang et al. [12] described the MRI behavior of an intervertebral spacer made of titanium. Using T1 SE sequences, the implantrelated artifact rate of the titanium spacer was primarily limited to the implant's direct surroundings and anatomic neighboring structures were clearly distinguishable. In a phantom study by Rudisch et al. [7] . the relevance of Openly accessible at metallic artifacts and implant-related characteristics, such as implant material, shape and position, was demonstrated in addition to an impact by the selected MRI sequence. In spite of the use of optimum MRI sequences, variability in the amount of susceptibility artifacts must be accounted for when evaluating MRI scans of metallic spine implants. This experimental study mainly focused on the influence of the implant parameters shape and volume in MRI artifacting. Therefore in an in vitro spine model, we evaluated the post-implantation MRI scans of determined cubic and cylindric test implants made of titanium alloy. Our hypothesis was that defined implant parameters of geometrical implants would have a clear affect to the range of susceptibility artifacts independent from the selected MRI sequences or used implant materials.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this MRI-study we assessed 3 cuboids (Implant group 1) and 3 cylinders (Implant group 2) (Figure 1a) made of titanium-aluminium-vanadium alloy (TiAL6V4). The test implants of both groups were divided in small, medium and large on account to the implant height. Considering the implant volumes of the cuboids in a third group titanium cylinders with equivalent volumes (Implant group 3) were examined additionally (Figure 1b) . The implant parameters of all test implants were listed in Table 1 . To visualize differences of the artifact range the respective test implants were exactly placed between adjacent vertebras of a cadaveric Göttingen mini pig spine model (Figure 2) . The porcine spine model was completely coated with a soft tissue mass and later stored into a plastic container. For comparable trial conditions markings were drawn to the container wall to reproduce the spine/implant position. After completion of the preparation the MRI investigation followed. For less MRI artifacting MRI scans were carried out by using T1 TSE sequences [13, 14] .
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI was performed with a 1.5T MRI (Magnetom-http://www.scirp.org/journal/HEALTH/ (Figure 3a-c) . We selected a matrix with 512 x 512 combined with a Field of View (FOV) of 500 mms. All MRI scans were evaluated 5 times to determine the implant-related TAV by using an actual version of the DICOM reader software. Based on the multisection slice technique for cardiovolumetric MRI analysis (15), the respective TAV were calculated. The artifact area of every MRI slice were determined and later added regarding a slice thickness of 3 mm. Additionally we cal-culated the implant volume/TAV-relation.
Statistical Analysis
Considering a reliable analysis the TAV as well as implant volume (IV)/ TAV-relation of the cuboids and cylinders were determined. To calculate significant differences of the respective TAV within every implant group NewmanKeuls multiple comparisons were carried out (Table 1) . Additionally the TAV of cylindric and cubic test implants with an equivalent implant volume (Implant group 1+3) were tested for statistical t-test correlation (Table 2 ).
RESULTS
Concerning the repeated artifact measurements for each implant group at the 0,05 significans level no significant differences could be demonstrated. Independent from the implant shape with an increasing implant size the TAV became significant larger (p<0,001) with simultaneous reduction of the IV /TAV relation within the respective implant group (Table 1) . In this context with an increasing implant size the artifact range were more limited to the implant´s surrounding. Considering an intergroup TAV correlation a statistical significance between cuboids and cylinders with equivalent implant volumes (Implant group 1+3) could be demonstrated (p<0,05) ( Table 2 ). All cylinders of implant group 3 represented a significant smaller artifact range than the correponding cubic test implants of group 1. In this connection for implants with identical material volumes a cylindric shape demonstrated more advantages considering MRI artifacting than cubic forms. Additional correlations did not result in further information.
DISCUSSIONS
The disadvantages associated with bone grafting alone has led to the development of interbody spacers to enhance anterior spinal fusion [16, 17] . The use of interbody spacers of different designs and materials has thus become increasingly widespread in clinical routine because they offering immediate load transmission with direct primary stability. In this context the implant design of many interbody spacers derived from a cylindrical or cubic prototype.
In our department, MRI is the radiological diagnostic method of choice for clarifying post-fusion questions regarding the involvement of osseous and soft tissue structures in relation to implant position. In these indications, MRI is better suited than multisection CT to demonstrate myelopathies, inflammatory and infectious processes and any neurodegenerative changes. When postoperative complications arise secondary to vertebra fusion, MRI scans are frequently necessary to demonstrate any clinically relevant abnormalities and to direct further surgical decision-making [4] .
The MRI imaging behavior of spinal implants has been widely studied [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, the aims of the published studies differed in that most focused on determining sequence-related artifact size.
In spite of the use of optimum MRI sequences, variability in the amount of susceptibility artifacts must be accounted for when evaluating MRI scans of metallic spine implants.
Ernstberger et al [18] evaluated in an in vitro study the post-implantation MRI scans of 3 intervertebral disc spacers that differed in shape, material (Titanium, Carbon, Cobalt-chromium), surface qualities and implantation technique. A spacer made of human cortical bone was used as a control. The respective artifactaffected image quality was rated on a developed score. Turbo spin echo sequences produced the best scores for all spacers and the control. Only the control achieved a score of 100%. The carbon, titanium and cobalt-chrome spacers scored 83.3%, 62.5% and 50%, respectively.
In this study geometrical implant forms like cylinders and cuboids were chosen to prove possible coherences between the range of MRI artifacting and determined implant related factors like shape and implant volume. For the cuboids as well as cylinders the range of MRI artifacts was directly affected by the implant size and volume. In this context the smaller the implant the smaller the range of susceptibility artifacts. For implants characterized by equivalent materials and implant volumes the influence of the implant shape on the artifact size has to be proofed with priority on an artifact volumetric analysis. In this context significant differences could be determined in favor of a cylindric implant shape. For all examined implant groups a more advantageous IV/TAV-relation could be recognized the larger the implants. In this connection using T1 TSE sequences, the expected implant-related artifact rate are more limited to the implant's direct surroundings. On the basis of our study results the range of artifacts of our used test implants were influenced by material volume as well as implant shape. Considering the implant design of current intervertebral spacers further studies are neccessary to interpreted the influence and concurrency of implant characteristics in MRI artifacting.
